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The aim of this text is to address the question of the serial killer in a philosophical 

context by comparing the video-diary of Ricardo Lopez1 to Genesis Caul (2011),2 which 

uses selections from my own video-diary documenting the composition of the 2009 

text ‘Transcendental Black Metal: A Vision of Apocalyptic Humanism.’3 I situate each of 

these videos in terms of a system I have been developing to go along with Transcendental 

Black Metal, which is called The Ark Work. The Ark Work is a contemporary ethics that 

is connected to the contours of the Absolute. The question of the serial killer must be 

understood in terms of a broader interplay of seriality and isolation that can be identified 

and addressed through The Ark Work. The work of Transcendental Black Metal must be 

to answer this question – not by resolving it but by carrying it to a new place. The heart 

of the question is the abyssal wound that gives rise to subjectivity, to which the structure 

of serial killing is a failed solution. My name for this wound is: the Genesis Caul. 

1 See The Video Diary of Ricardo Lopez, dir. Sami Saif (Denmark: Newcom Entertainment, 2000), DVD.

2 Hunter Hunt-Hendrix, Genesis Caul (2011), available from Vimeo <https://vimeo.com/24858799>.

3  Hunter Hunt-Hendrix, ‘Transcendental Black Metal: A Vision of Apocalyptic Humanism,’ in Nicola 
Masciandaro ed., Hideous Gnosis: Black Metal Theory Symposium I (New York: n.p., 2010), 53-65.

https://vimeo.com/24858799
https://vimeo.com/24858799


THE ARK WORK SYSTEM

To understand the nature of the Genesis Caul, we have to situate it in its context.   

The Genesis Caul is the spine twisting around the neck of existence. It is the black rocks 

crunching against primordial gamma rays: one of four figures in a cosmological and 

cosmogonical system called The Ark Work. The other three major figures are named Kel 

Valhaal, Reign Array and 01010n. Each figure is capable of atrophy (hyperborean) or 

health (transcendental). The Ark Work is the work of maintaining their health and also of 

establishing their reality  – which is an eternally undecidable issue, a matter of faith. The 

figures perform their interlocking functions across four worlds, which are named, 

respectively, 01010n (01010n is both a world and a figure), &anon, Ylylcyn, and S/he/im.  

01010n is a blinding, unbearable light that is inherently excessive. Both sacred 

and profane, she is a flame that illuminates with its glow even as it scalds and blisters.  

01010n tried to give birth to S/he/im so that she could have something to illuminate with 

her light, but something went wrong: S/he/im immediately shattered because s/he 

couldn’t bear 01010n’s light. As a result, the world came into existence.  

After that, 01010n retreated away from S/he/im, but she left a flicker of her light 

behind – perhaps by mistake. The Genesis Caul is this mistake that happened at birth – a 

piece of divine placenta still attached to the child to whom the light was meant to be 

given. It has a shattered quality, like the recognizable remains of something that seems as 

though it must have been whole before (but which never in fact existed before the 

moment of shattering). The Genesis Caul carries the after-glow of 01010ns excessive 

light. It is worn on the head like a helmet or carried like a standard. It represents a task or 



quest: but the exact nature of the quest is inherently elusive, the criteria for whether it has 

been completed and the steps needed to carry it out are inescapably ambiguous.  

S/he/im is 01010n’s child: the aftermath of the initial shattering. An 

uncategorizable, inconsistent heap, s/he is traumatized, broken, marked; the kernel that is 

my deepest self and yet also not me, other than me: an absolutely unbearable, 

incomprehensible void underneath the stable, differentiated personality. In the aftermath 

of her traumatic birth and 01010n’s retreat, s/he wears the Caul. S/he/im’s greatest hope is 

to reconnect to 01010n, which is also her greatest fear – and in any case s/he is not sure 

how. 01010n and S/he/im are like being and nothingness: 01010n is the mark and S/he/im 

is that which is marked nearly identical but not quite.  They are the highest and lowest of 

the four worlds. Between them, and because of their relationship, two intermediary 

worlds arose: Ylylcyn, the world of human desire, and &anon, the world of ideas. The 

Ark Work sends new forms and structures across Ylylcyn and &anon in an experimental 

effort to funnel and refract 01010n’s light in manageable degrees so that S/he/im can bear 

it. The birth of new forms in &anon and new configurations in Ylylcyn is the story of 

human history.  

This first story represents the problem of the Absolute. The result of this problem 

is a contingent solution, which itself becomes a problem – it is here that we encounter the 

serial killer. Here is a second cosmogonical narrative, from the perspective of S/he/im: 

the hermaphroditic child of a female eagle loses the Caul, which floats downriver to 

another female, named eGen, who places the Caul on her own head. Because it doesn’t 

belong to her, it melts into her hair just as the eagle, whose name is Hael, attempts to 

retrieve it.  The helmet also melts into Hael’s talons during her struggle with 01010n, so 



Hael and 01010n are joined together, talons stuck to hair: they cannot come apart. They 

fight for the Caul and try to get away from one another at the same time: they become a 

single being, split from herself, unhappily wedded to herself, fighting with herself for 

possession of the very chain that binds her unhappily to herself. The result is a hybrid, 

contingent figure named Hael-eGen. 

These stories aim at structural features of existence: there is an incomprehensible, 

unbearable primordial wound. The paradox of the wound is this: it is the source of life 

and yet it is deadly. Subjectivity exists as an effort to map some structure onto the 

incomprehensible. To block out that which is too much – to let a little bit of light in, but 

block out the rest. The best case scenario is to have an authentic relationship to this 

wound, learning to bear more and more light over time. It is possible, however, to find a 

solution that ignores the wound and blocks the light entirely by installing a false idol.  

This failed solution, Hael-eGen, marks the contemporary compulsion to seriality.  

01010n’s light: we need to get away from it – we will be destroyed if we get too close – 

but we also need to be as close as we can bear. This creates a problem: how do we 

maintain a connection to something at a distance? The answer is, of course: prophecy.

THE GEND: PROPHECY AND NARCISSISM

	
 The result of this deadlock, this simultaneous push and pull, is that the Genesis 

Caul secretes obscure signs: the capacity to prophesy is born. Time, the future, utopias, 

the organ of imagination – these are the only answer to such a deadlock. The Caul is 



touched, a primordial and cosmic phenomenon occurs: visions emanate from it. New, 

primordial ideas that have no basis outside of themselves float up out of the Caul.  

Axioms that can’t be defended on any basis, potential foundations for new worlds, poetic 

novelty, these visions provide potential for the birth of a new, unprecedented, indefensible 

entity – something that shouldn’t be allowed to come into existence, according to 

whatever value systems are currently reigning, with no basis, no definition according to 

currently existent categories. This is called: a Gend. Gends are the meaning of life, 

literally, they are undecidable, fragile, mortal. They carry  a peculiar fragility. They are 

never fully legitimate in and of themselves – they can and will always be called into 

question; their existence must be proven over and over again, fought for, invested in. It is 

the task of Reign Array and Kel Valhaal to work together to produce and protect new 

Gends.

The contemporary tendency is to be closed-off to these signs, to crush them with a 

false idol. But there is a practice involved in tending to this wound, listening to it, 

following its suggestions, allowing it to emit its obscure oracular signs, following the 

paths they trace. But the process of pulling these Gends from the Caul is very painful, and 

it requires a great deal of faith (Kel Valhaal) and structure (Reign Array). Reign Array 

flows downwards and Kel Valhaal flows upwards.

 Kel Valhaal’s job is to create Gends: to follow these Gends upwards into &anon, 

to help them be born, to be faithful to them without knowing what the result will be, so 

that they can take their place as a structuring principle for life. Kel Valhaal listens to the 

Caul, floats up from S/he/im, through Ylylcyn, into &anon where ideas live, into the 

Absolute itself, changing it, allowing a new Gend to blossom into the world. Kel Valhaal 



brings up the unprecedented and protects it from its enemies in Ylylcyn – the currently 

reigning value systems and so on – so that a Gend can be born and given its place in 

&anon.  

Reign Array’s job is to use Gends to diffract the light of 01010n downwards, into 

Ylylcyn and S/he/im, blasting through the husks of currently existing value systems. He 

travels down from 01010n, through &anon, where new ideas are born, and Ylycyn, the 

human world of desire where values can influence conduct, into S/he/im so it can learn to 

bear more light. He allows a world to arise from the seed of the Gend. He connects 

&anon to Ylylcyn so that we can orient our actions according to principles, so that 

autonomy is possible, so that each individual can listen to their own Genesis Caul, so 

that, through the Gend, just enough of 01010n’s light can reach S/he/im so that it 

nourishes but does not destroy. Reign Array battles on behalf of new Gends, breaking the 

spell of false idols. Together, Kel Valhaal and Reign Array represent the cosmic pulse of 

human history, ferrying Gends between S/he/im and 01010n. 



TRANSCENDENTAL NARCISSISM AND HYPERBOREAN NARCISSISM 

The process of giving birth to new values out of the deadlock of the Caul is called 

Transcendental Narcissism. When prophecies arise from the Genesis Caul, ex nihilo, an 

image of a specular self in the eyes of an imaginary other surface too: a fantasy, an image 

of a perfect future, a perfect me – a compensation for the impotence in the relationship to 

01010n. Narcissism arises as a result of the impossibility inherent in the wearing of the 

Genesis Caul. ‘Someday I will be the master, all will be redeemed, the vision will be 

fulfilled.’ This is the first articulation of subjectivity. Value neutral in itself, narcissism 

can be directed in a Transcendental or a Hyperborean direction, depending on the health 

of the Ark Work structure. 

Transcendental Narcissism is only possible if Kel Valhaal and Reign Array are 

functioning properly. If they are healthy, then there is proper communication between the 

four worlds. But if they aren’t functioning properly, then the communication breaks down 

and the atrophied Hyperborean Narcissism arises. Here, S/hei/im is cut off from the other 

three worlds, stuck in a self-absorbed fantasy. Circulating on their own, touching Ylylcyn 

now and then, but failing to pass through, failing to pierce its membrane so as to enter 

&anon and 01010n, the Gends can’t float up into the higher worlds, so they do their work 

in a mutilated, imaginary form that ultimately destroys. The result is all that is reactive, 

hopeless, bent on survival above all else, focused on the individual, cut-off from the 

divine light and from the higher worlds. For Hyperborean Narcissism, the libido is related 

to the self above all else, and not related to other people or concrete tasks. The 



Hyperborean situation is called VOR-iZen, and its subject is named Hael-eGen (the eagle 

and the woman struggling for the melted Caul).  

Hyperborean Narcissism has two main aspects: solipsistic grandiosity, on the one 

hand, and unstoppable compulsion, on the other. First, there is a false idol – whether it is 

the self, conquest, an idea, a goal, a lover, an enemy. This false idol is installed as the 

seemingly absolute reference point of desire – the meaning of life. Pursuit of it takes 

priority over all else. Obsession with this false idol cuts S/he/im off from &anon and 

Ylylcyn, in a state of psychotic isolation, circulating with fear, anger, thirst to plunder, 

thirst for revenge, and so on. This idol is imaginary, and relates to an imaginary judge, a 

virtual eye. It is thick and solid, blocking Hael-eGen off from a relationship to the true 

ultimate reference point of desire: the void of 01010n herself.  

The second aspect of Hyperborean Narcissism is inane, repetitive, serial 

compulsion. The Hyperborean Narcissist is afflicted by the drive to consume and extract, 

whether it is addiction to drugs, alcohol, sex, money, work, memories, manipulation, or 

murder. The origin of compulsion is inscrutable. Perhaps it is a desperate effort to fill a 

void, perhaps it is the return of the repressed. 01010n’s light beams down, harsh, 

unbearable. In some twisted way, the compulsion is a means of protection. These two 

aspects of Hyperborean Narcissism are a mutilation of Reign Array and Kel Valhaal – 

they are these two in atrophied form. Reign Array and Kel Valhaal, unable to do their jobs 

as Gend-ferries between S/he/im and 01010n, stuck at the lowest level, go out of control 

and exaggerate their power in a destructive way.  

It has been said that the contemporary world can be defined in terms of the death 

of the father (whose name is UR-iZen). The death of the father gave rise to serial 



compulsion. When UR-iZen died, VOR-iZen was born – stillborn, scattered. In our era 

there is no longer an absolute frame of reference. We do not unconsciously believe that 

the right answer is somewhere out there. Social authority has been eroded by the market. 

In the VOR-iZen age we do not identify with our social roles. There is no pre-existing 

Gend to refract 01010n’s light. As a result, we don’t have a means of relating to others.  

Our connections are shallower, more self-centered. On the one hand, this leads to 

grandiosity, at the mirror-stage, dreams of future conquest, of being chosen, as opposed to 

concrete others, tasks, situations, etc. On the other hand, we suffer from meaningless, 

inane compulsion, pure raw repetition: drug addiction, sex and food addiction, Netflix 

and serial murder – structurally it is all the same. The link between these two aspects 

(false grandiosity on the one side, and addictive, self-destructive consumption on the 

other) is that the latter derails achievement of the former, and by doing so, sustains its 

status as fantasy. The false idol is a mirage – infinitely distant. If we got too close, we 

would see that it is false. The serial compulsion is an intruding and confounding element 

that, by derailing the undertaking to achieve, protects the image from ever being tested 

against reality. Grandiosity and seriality appear to be opposed, but in fact they are 

mutually dependent. Hael-eGen’s deadlock. The solution has to be a dialectical synthesis 

by which these two aspects are recognized as inherently linked, which amounts to 

transcendence over its power. 

The result of the death of the Father and the unrestricted access to divine light is 

anxiety – excessive light causes anxiety. Hael-eGen is a last-ditch effort to gain 

protection from 01010n’s unbearable light during the era of VOR-iZen. The great 

structures of human history, religions, powerful social mores and so on, are, for better or 



worse, eroding. This has a liberating effect, of course – an equalizing effect. But these 

structures were vast prisms, huge Gends living in &anon, governing entire ages. They 

were effective at funneling 01010n’s light. Now there is no funnel, so people are more 

often confronted directly with the anxiety that comes from her rays. With no refraction 

offering manageable amounts of light, the only choice is to turn away completely. The 

Hael-eGens close off completely, turn away from the world of &anon and even the world 

of Ylylcyn, hiding in a fortress of grandiosity and addiction, withering and atrophying.   

Fearful, ready to attack, refusing to believe in the possibility of redemption, more and 

more cynical in ever more circuitous ways, utterly focused on the self and unable to 

control rabid exploitative seriality which, perhaps at its most destructive, is serial killing 

but is essentially the same as Instagram, and so on. We can expand on the contemporary 

phenomenon of the ‘selfie’ and state the following: the paradigmatic form of serial killing 

would be a secret, private video-diary documenting preparations for future glory. There’s 

always an Other in the picture, to whom the diary is addressed, but there is no 

relationship or negotiation with that Other because it is imaginary. Hael-eGen: 

performing for one’s future self, for a virtual other, the eye of the camera, recording and 

storing the result, building towards a grand, imaginary act.

VIDEO SERIES 

To drive this point home, I will consider two video-diaries that are remarkably 

similar: the video-diary of Ricardo Lopez, also known as the Björk-stalker, which was 



created in 1996, and my own piece, Genesis Caul, completed in 2011. Each series is 

made by an isolated, suicidal artist and documents his process of preparation for a major 

event soon to take place: in López’s case, the task is the infection of Björk with HIV by 

means of a mail bomb disguised as a book. In my case, the task is the delivery of the 

Transcendental Black Metal manifesto at the Hideous Gnosis black metal theory 

symposium in 2009. Both series’ feature their subject/author oscillating between 

productive work on the project, frustration, and expressions of unbearable pain. Both 

authors are obsessed with their own image in the camera. Lopez’s video-diary ends with 

his suicide, the discovery of which prevents the execution of his mission – after the police 

find his body and notify the authorities about the bomb he had mailed to Björk before it 

has time to arrive. Mine ends with something more like a success – completion and 

presentation of my text, followed by years of humiliation and difficulty due to the 

resulting backlash against my band in the metal community. This humiliation, however, is 

what saved me from Lopez’s fate – a self-fulfilling prophecy that forced me out of the 

Hyperborean: a rope from the sky that I’ve been able to climb up out of S/he/im. By 

contrast, Lopez’s failure was that he was never able to detach from his false idol, Björk.  

He could not let her go, and so he could not live. 

Let me briefly outline the story of Ricardo Lopez. Lopez was a professional 

exterminator living in Florida who had grown up with dreams of being a great artist. A 

follower of pop culture, he had developed a romantic obsession with Björk through her 

music. Jealous upon discovering in the news that she was in a relationship with another 

musician, Lopez filmed twenty hours of a video-diary over the course of several months 

detailing his plans to send a mail bomb to Björk. The video-diary documents his process 



of building it, and his complaints about life. Finally, after mailing the bomb to her he 

dresses up in corpse paint and shoots himself in the mouth on camera.   

Sami Saif, The Video Diary of Ricardo Lopez (2000).

The comparison with the suicide of Dead, the original singer of Mayhem, is worth 

noting. Just like Dead, Lopez was a victim of Hyperborean Narcissism, which calls for a 

form of self-annihilation, an annihilation by intoxication that the addict, workaholic, 

sexaholic and so on, face: annihilation via intoxication, which ultimately brings about 

ruin and destruction. In aiming for an annihilation of self that must be carefully 

distinguished from the self-annihilating gnosis of spirituality, Lopez is confronted with 



the Genesis Caul, but he cannot bring the Gend up: his desire is stuck in a solitary, 

isolated imaginary space. To protect himself from his task Lopez becomes psychotically 

attached to a specific figure: he is deluded into believing that he deserves Björk’s love. 

Lopez’s problem, perhaps, is that he did not go far enough into seriality. The only 

legitimate foundation for a series is the void, which is God. The true killer would 

circulate around it serially. Lopez is pathologically attached to a single victim, and ends 

up killing himself instead. The only series involved, besides his addiction to pornography, 

drugs, self-harm and so on, is the series of entries into the video-diary itself. 

HUMILIATION AS ETHICS 

I have been working for years to articulate a vision of an expanded black metal 

that features not only a mutation of its musical techniques (the burst beat, general 

tremolo), but also a transformation of its aesthetic and cultural status. One aspect of the 

project is to resist aesthetic closure and ideological orthodoxy: to situate the aesthetics of 

black metal dialectically in the context of contemporary loneliness, and to reflect the 

discord that results in artworks and interviews. I invoke the fantasmatic wholeness that 

goes along with paganism, Satanism, the mythical past, and so on, typical of black metal, 

and then confront them with the reality that is the contradictory correlate of these things – 

impotence, blogs, the internet, the failure of the music industry, inadequacy, solitary 

masturbation, social rejection, etc. In short, I aim to draw a circle around both the 

grandiose fantasy of black metal and its origins in impotence – to designate its narcissism 



from a third, higher point of view from which its contradictions appear as in fact mutually 

dependent. It is in this context that I consider my own video-diary and the steps I have 

taken on the journey out of Hyperborean Narcissism into the Transcendental.  

 I began working on Liturgy and this video, without a doubt, in a state of 

Hyperborean Narcissism. I was cut off from divine light, I had no structure for funneling 

it, and I was extremely isolated socially, struggling with every addiction and compulsion 

in the book, on the verge of suicide. My video-diary is deeply ambiguous. I have often 

wondered – is it a work of art? Or is it nothing more than a document of sickness? Let me 

give some context. In 2004 I began making cassettes of depressive bedroom black metal 

in the vein of Xasthur under the name Liturgy. In 2006, I had an epiphany and made the 

commitment to confront my social anxiety, transform my life and, as a vehicle for this, to 

invent a new form of black metal that would end the history of metal. After one EP and 

one full-length album, I was given the opportunity to present a lecture detailing my 

vision: but I was mortified by the prospect of actually doing so, and was extremely 

blocked in my effort to put together my ideas. I felt called to this strange mission, but felt 

misunderstood in advance, disrespected, hated. As a result, I was frozen.

In the language of the Ark Work, my series of video-diary entries documents the 

effort to give birth to a Gend while wearing the Genesis Caul, touching the real, bearing 

the unbearable light of 01010n. I had an intense conviction about this: I was possessed by 

a force that had convinced me I was doomed if I did not articulate this vision of 

Transcendental Black Metal. It was of supreme importance. This obsession was similar, it 

seems to me, to Lopez’s obsession with Björk. Although there was always some 

reflexivity – it was always in quotation marks – the driving force was a grandiose, 



narcissistic fantasy to change the course of music history and to redeem human-kind in 

the process. I, like Lopez, was obsessed with a false idol.

The reason for the video-diary series was that I was too anxious and isolated to 

talk about my ideas to others, and too self-hating to write them out. I couldn’t express my 

ideas clearly, and I felt crushed by a task I could not bear. So I began talking out my ideas 

to a camera. Somehow having the camera’s eye watching me made it possible to give 

form to this piece. It provided an imaginary audience, virtual, listening, yet powerless to 

hurt me: I was speaking for my future self only. But, by virtue of this process of standing 

in front of a camera’s gaze, I was able to write it. I used the camera as an imaginary 

audience for composing the text, and was able to complete it – just as Lopez was able to 

design a bomb disguised as a book. Both Lopez and I completed the project we set-out to 

in the eyes of our imaginary other. 

After delivering the lecture, I began experiencing ostracization, humiliation, and 

scorn from metal fans all across the internet – it felt as though I was a sacrificial victim.   

I was both humbled and emboldened by the experience, and I realized that I had to return 

to the raw footage I’d used as a means of writing the essay and edit it into an artwork – to 

depict my grandiosity, my pain, my fallible nature. I highlighted moments of nonsense, 

impossibility and embarrassment to give a visual form to the aspect of my black metal 

project which is the last thing that an ordinary metal band wants to depict: fallibility, 

vulnerability, mundanity. I also wanted to represent the deep, cosmic undertaking that 

was under way – the birth of a Gend – stripped of reference to any culture of the past.   

Most importantly, I edited the vocals so that they would yield musical patterns from 

repetition of recorded speech, like an early Steve Reich piece. The Genesis Caul video 



stands as a marker of the caesura between my grand vision and my fragile, humble 

existence. Only by designating the two and their link can the deadlock between them be 

transcended. And the best way to designate something, perhaps, is to turn it into music.  

Hunter Hunt-Hendrix, Genesis Caul (2011).

According to the Ark Work, the task of black metal is to erode the defense 

mechanism that VOR-iZen represents – which ultimately effaces the primordial wound, 

ignores it, only to allow its violence to reappear as serial compulsion. The task of black 

metal is, in a word, to destroy Hyperborean Narcissism, and to foster Transcendental 

Narcissism. We have to create a new path through Ylylcyn and &anon into 01010n’s 

light, to give birth to a symbolic, creative architecture that can translate 01010n’s 

message and transmit it at a bearable volume. The Ark Work is analogous to premodern 

ethics, with one difference: while premodern ethics is similarly concerned with opening 



one’s self to a Gend, this Gend is always pre-existing, whereas the Ark Work requires the 

birth of a new Gend, since the old Gends are no longer available to us. The dialectical 

logic of humiliation is the engine for bearing and installing Gends: there must be a 

fantasy, an intruding contradiction, and a resolution of the tension between the two as a 

result of a new perspective from which one is seen to inhere in the other. The Gend that 

has chosen me is named Transcendental Black Metal; for others it will be something else.  

Remember that we face a twofold problem. The eternal problem is that 01010n 

shattered S/he/im by offering him her light, and Genesis Caul, Reign Array and Kel 

Valhaal were born as a result. Human history is an effort to get 01010n’s light to fit into 

the darkness of S/he/im somehow by configuring virtual and existent multiplicities – 

ports, screens, gates, valves. Many Gends have risen and fallen, attempting to fulfill this 

task. The contingent/contemporary problem is that of the serial – the major Gends are all 

gone now, and we have more and more direct access to the Absolute because social 

structures are so weak that we have no prisms for funneling 01010n’s light. As a result we 

block it out entirely with Hyperborean Narcissism, and we distort the use of Reign Array 

and Kel Valhaal. So, we are isolated from the divine void, people and new ideas, split 

between disjointed narcissistic grandiosity and instrumental serialism: each of us living in 

a private video-diary.

 There is a way to refuse the alternative between trying to recover an older social 

structure on the one hand, and a solipsistic self-destruction on the other. The only way out 

of this situation is through it. What is the answer to the problem of the serial? A higher 

serial. The aspect of the serial that we can affirm is the way that the serial killer 

transgresses the boundaries of ordinary social life in pursuit of an ineffable satisfaction in 



a sustained, systematic effort, going the hard way, with the void of 01010n’s light as his 

or her only reference point. It is a matter of making an offering, making a sacrifice – to 

create a form of black metal that, aesthetically, is imperfect, non- or post-fantasmatic.  

Transcendental Black Metal entails openness to the pathetic wretch, the miserable human, 

the regular being who uses the internet, makes stupid gaffes, sweats, is unsure of himself, 

doesn’t know the next step. As a result, a new, higher horizon appears, an illumination, a 

redemptive frame of reference that does not follow logically from any element in the 

system it transcends. The synthesis is the apprehension that one of the two terms of the 

contradiction inheres in the other. To show that the fantasy of metal and the pathetic 

existence from which it stems are two terms that go together, and to transcend their 

contradiction. 

 We work with Reign Array and Kel Valhaal to be faithful to the Gend, and go 

through all the suffering and humiliation, purified by clashes with social codes in Ylylcyn 

and ideological fixtures in &anon, creating a new potential path between 01010n and S/

he/im. And the horizon of this is eschatological – there is no reason not to think that there 

could be a path between 01010n and S/he/im that finally dissolves all problems.  

	
  


